
CAIRO

Like all the best designs, this Cairo desk with sleigh frame legs is clean, space-
saving, and sure to never date. Get into creative mode when you sit at the Cairo 
desk crafted from a metal frame with contemporary detailing and a streamlined 
rectangular design with rounded edges. The sleek and smooth wooden table 
top in white, grey or natural oak completes the exquisite look, making this desk 
suitable for working, studying, or browsing.

Cairo sleigh frame desk | 1400mm wide, 600mm deep - white top, 
White pedestal with drawers - oak, Box shelf  in white with oak door, Santana chair
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CAIRO
Sleigh frame desks

For desks, add desktop finish when ordering eg. CR614 with White top = CR614-WH
For desks with support pedestals, add desktop finish followed by insert finish when ordering 

eg. CR614P-D in White with drawers in Oak = CR614P-D-WH-KO

Desk colours

Code Width RRP
CR614P 1400 £337

Code Width RRP
CR614P-D 1400 £422

Code Width RRP
CR614P-C 1400 £369

Sleigh frame desk with support pedestal

with support pedestal & drawers with support pedestal & cupboard door

Depth:  600
Height:  730

Depth:  600
Height:  730

Depth:  600
Height:  730

Code Width RRP
CR610 1000 £316
CR612 1200 £369
CR614 1400 £395

Sleigh frame desk

Depth:  600
Height:  730

1400mm desk
with support

pedestal

add drawers 
or a cupboard 

door

legs in ancient 
brass finish

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)
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Cubes - 2 units high

Cubes - 3 units high

Code Width Cubes RRP
CRCS2-1 440 2 £264
CRCS2-2 860 4 £343
CRCS2-3 1280 6 £400

Code Width Cubes RRP
CRCS3-1 440 3 £295
CRCS3-2 860 6 £390
CRCS3-3 1280 9 £474

Depth:  400
Height:  950

Depth:  400
Height:  1370

CAIRO
Cube storage

Storage colours

Please add storage colour when ordering
 eg. CRCS2-1 in Oak = CRCS2-1-KO

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

400 x 400mm
internal sizes

sleigh frame 
legs in ancient 

brass finish

supplied with 
anti-tilt 

wall straps
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CAIRO
Cube storage internals

CSI-S-WH

CRCS3-3-KO

CSI-C-WH

CSI-CS-WH

CSI-D-WH

create your 
own look

Code Description RRP
CSI-S Shelf £22

Code Description RRP
CSI-C Cupboard £43

Code Description RRP
CSI-CS Cupboard & shelf £53

Storage colours

Wall shelf  with brackets

Code Width RRP
CRS1000 1000 £85

Depth:  210

Code Description RRP
CSI-D Drawers £116

Please add finish colour when ordering
 eg. CRS1000 in Oak = CRS1000-KO

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

Doors, drawers and shelves can 
be ordered in any of the 3 wood 
finishes and can be positioned in 

any cube.

Internal fittings

Fit to left or right hand side
Soft close hinges

330mm deep dividing shelf
Easy to fit

Fit to left or right hand side
Soft close hinges

Metal box drawer surrounds
300 x 150mm internals

wall brackets 
in ancient 
brass finish

leather strap 
handles
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